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1 Introduction

The aim of our work is to develop a model of competition between firms. We will do so by
means of a simulation. The world we are going to analyze is made up of five firms with
only one of those present in the market prior the beginning our simulation. Our simulation
takes place in the market for a homogeneous good and starts as four firms enter the market.
We want to study the reaction in consumer’s behavior to this change. We will not consider
a difference in the cost structure between firms. In our simulation firms have no fixed costs
and marginal costs are equal across firms which are set equal to zero.

With reference to the real world, this situation around the Incumbent firm can be inter-
preted as geographic dispersion with the incumbent. In this framework, as in most economy
geography models we would refer to the incumbent as Core Hub (it could be London in UK)
while the location of the other firms would represent the periphery. However, this is not
the only interpretation we want to give to our model. The dispersion could also indicate
different degrees of accessibility consumers have to particular firms located in the same
market with the geographic dimension totally absent. The accessibility can be thought
of as the degree of difficulty they have to reach one seller instead of another. We could
think of this situation as the Italian energy market with Enel as the leading firm, Edison,
Eni and Gdf as smaller players of the market. Another real world situation is the search
engines markets with Google indicating the dominant firm, Yahoo, Bing representing the
smaller ones.
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2 The Model

The model is made up of five firms. The leading one, which from now on will be referred
to as Incumbent, is placed in the centre of our NetLogo world while the other are disposed
on the four corners. The Incumbent is represented by yellow patches, while entrants by
patches colors brown, white, blue and grey. We start from a situation all consumers are in
the orbit of the Incumbent firm. They will then start to move around the NetLogo world
and decide from which firm buying the good. In order to give insights on the importance
of the dimension of the incumbent to determine the results of our model, we ideated an
environment which allows to capture it. In fact, a crucial point we want to underline in
our simulation is the market power of the incumbent, represented by the dimension of
the central patch. We want to observe what occurs as we the size of the leading firm
changes. We expect that, as the incumbent becomes larger and larger, more consumers
will decide to buy from the incumbent, since they are more likely to be out of the “range
of influence” of the entrant firms. By doing this, we will presumably find an upper bound,
a maximum level over which the incumbent catches the entire market, (i.e. the incumbent
is able to induce all consumers to buy from it). Technically, in order to add this feature
in our simulation we introduced two sliders, which measure the size of the incumbent on
the x-axis, and on the y-axis. Below we can observe the difference of the dimension of the
firm in two extreme scenarios.

At the very beginning of the simulation we let the Incumbent set its price either equal to
10. Entrants set their price by “mimicking” the price of the Incumbent plus a random
normally distributed error with mean zero and standard deviation equal to 2. This process
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of entrants setting the price similarly to the Incumbent is defined by inserting the slider
aggressivity, defined between 0.6 and 1, with higher values indicating that the entrants
are setting a price closer to the one of the Incumbent plus a random noise and with lower
values meaning a higher price undercutting by the entrants. What expressed in words is
implemented in the following way in NetLogo.

let i priceIncumbent

if pycor <= -13 and pxcor >= 13

[set pcolor blue

set priceEntrant1 (i * aggressivity + random-normal 0 2)]

if pycor <= -13 and pxcor <= -13

[set pcolor white

set priceEntrant2 (i * aggressivity + random-normal 0 2)]

if pycor >= 13 and pxcor <= -13

[set pcolor brown

set priceEntrant3 (i * aggressivity + random-normal 0 2)]

if pycor >= 13 and pxcor >= 13

[set pcolor grey

set priceEntrant4 (i * aggressivity + random-normal 0 2)]

To make sense of our model, the fundamental category of agents we have to consider are
consumers. They represent the demand side of the economy. In our simulation they will
be represented by turtles and will have the familiar human shape. A slider will permit
the user to decide the number of consumers with which to run the simulation. This will
enable to run the simulation under different settings ranging from (almost) monopsony to
a scenario characterized by a large number of consumers. We will observe if varying the
number of consumers changes the results.

Our model is not a classical representative agent model. Here, agents are not identical but
we inserted a variable which allows for heterogeneity. Consumers are characterized by
different degrees of elasticity which is attached to them in a random way at the beginning
of the simulation in the initial scenario. However, since we want to observe if different
degrees of elasticity change the final results, we inserted a switch which can be turned on
at discretion of the user. By turning it on, the simulation will be run in a ‘High-elasticity”
scenario. Here, consumers have higher elasticity and therefore are more prone to switch
to entrant firms if significant price gains can be achieved. This is done in the following
way:

ifelse High-PriceSens

[if High-PriceSens = TRUE

[ask consumers [set PriceSensitivity 0.5 + random-float 1]]]

[if High-PriceSens = FALSE
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[ask consumers [set PriceSensitivity random-float 1]]]

The value of the price sensitivity each consumers has will be important to determine his
purchasing behavior as he starts to compare prices of the Incumbent to the ones of the
entrants.

Consumers are set at the beginning of the simulation in the patches corresponding to the
Incumbent firm. We give the interpretation of this choice as a starting point in which
consumers are buying from the only firm present in the market. The command we use to
implementate this scenario is the following.

ask consumers

[if [pcolor] of patch-here = 0

[move-to one-of patches with [pcolor = yellow]]

]

As the simulation starts, consumers start moving around the NetLogo world. However, as
long as they find themselves in the patches of the Incumbent firm, we assume that they
continue buying the product from the Incumbent firm and behave as if new entrants had
not entered the market without being able to observe the price they set. In a frictionless
world with no informational problems, consumers would immediately be able to observe
the price set by the entrants and would make their consumption decisions accordingly.
This informational imperfection reflects the widely observed fact that in the real world
entering a market with a single established firm is often difficult for new firms. It is not
easy to reach consumers and make them change their consumption habits. This difficulty
embodies the loyalty relationship built by the established firm with the consumer. We
defined this procedure in the command go in the following way:

to go

ask consumers [

ifelse

[pcolor] of patch-here = 45

[forward 3

right random 360]

[compare_prices]]

CalculateProfits1

CalculateProfits2

UpdatePrices

tick
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end

When the simulation starts, consumers starts moving around the NetLogo world. We
assumed that they do so in a random way. As they exit the “bubble” around the Incumbent
firm they find themselves in the black area of the NetLogo world and they are for the first
time able to observe all market prices. Referring to the code, it can be observed that as
the procedure go is called, consumers will move randomly if they find themselves in yellow
patches. If they are outside yellow patches the procedure compare prices will be called.
Notice that in the command go are also inserted other commands which are related to the
profit and price mechanisms.

In our model, consumers make decisions not only on the basis of the prices charged by
different firms but they also consider distance and their price sensitivity. The command
compare prices takes into account such variables. The first step in the decision making
process of consumers concerns their price sensitivity. If their price sensitivity is lower than
a predetermined threshold (0.4), then consumers will go back to the Incumbent regardless
of the possible price gains which can be reaped. Next, if price sensitivity is higher than
the threshold there will be a comparison between the price set by the Incumbent and the
price set by entrants. We assume that consumers, once they are outside the orbit of the
incumbent, are able to observe prices set by entrants and able to identify the smallest.
They then compare it to the price set by the incumbent. If the price of the Incumbent
is higher than the minimum price of entrants, then consumers go back to the Incumbent
since no price gains are possible. In the case in which price gains are possible, consumers
take into account the geographic dimension. Indeed, they reap the price advantage if and
only if the distance from the Entrant is lower than a threshold. We let this threshold vary
by making use of a slider in the Interface. We do so in order to observe how varying this
parameter changes the results of the model.

to compare_prices

ask consumers [ifelse priceSensitivity < 0.4

[move-to one-of patches with [pcolor = yellow]]

[let i min([priceE] of entrants)

ifelse ([priceI] of incumbent 0 <= i)

[move-to one-of patches with [pcolor = 45]]

[ifelse distance one-of entrants with [priceE = i] < DistanceFromEntrant

[move-to one-of entrants with [priceE = i]]

[move-to one-of patches with [pcolor = yellow]]]

]]

end

In our model we assume that the choice variable of firms is price and that firms produce a
homogeneous good. The key point is that a different price sensitivity of consumers’ demand
determines a great part of the results of our model. In fact, if consumers display a relatively
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low price sensitivity, they will be less likely to abandon the incumbent and move to the
marginal firms, even if the price set by the latter is lower. In industrial economics, the
behavior of these consumers is explained through the notion of ”switching costs”. With this
term economists refer to all the monetary and non-monetary costs that must be sustained
by the consumer in order to change the firm from which I buy a commodity that I want.
In our environment, the switching cost is represented by the distance that a consumer has
to cover in the NetLogo world to reach the other firms (in the real world, for example,
we might think about it as the time that a Microsoft user would spend to get familiar
with Apple products). On the other hand, if the price sensitivity is high, more and more
consumers will move away from the incumbent to acquire the good from a marginal firm
provided that it offers the good at a lower price. We want to stress the fact that in our
simulation the distance does not have to be necessarily interpreted as geographical but it
can also represent hardly measurable switching costs.

Despite this long introduction, the picture is not complete: we still miss a price formation
mechanism. In other terms, what are the rules that firms follow when they set the price
of their product? To answer to this question, we have to design an objective function, on
the basis of which they make their price-setting decisions: therefore, an utility measure,
representing profits, is introduced. Firms will make use of their choice variable to increase
the value of the utility level attached to them. As we pointed out before, the only choice
variable of firms is the price they can set; since the four entrants need to attract consumers,
they will set it equal to a given percentage of the incumbent price (that can be modified
through the slider ”aggressivity”) plus a random number from with mean zero and standard
deviation 2.

A crucial point is the definition of profits. We let firm calculate them in a two step procedure
(”CalculateProfits1 and CalculateProfits2), our decision makers have an objective function
which can guide their choices.

to CalculateProfits1

ask entrant 1 [set customersE count(consumers-here)]

ask entrant 2 [set customersE count(consumers-here)]

ask entrant 3 [set customersE count(consumers-here)]

ask entrant 4 [set customersE count(consumers-here)]

ask incumbent 0 [set customersI count(consumers with [pcolor = yellow])]

end

to CalculateProfits2

ask entrant 1 [set profitE ([customersE] of self)*([priceE] of self)]

ask entrant 2 [set profitE ([customersE] of self)*([priceE] of self)]

ask entrant 3 [set profitE ([customersE] of self)*([priceE] of self)]
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ask entrant 4 [set profitE ([customersE] of self)*([priceE] of self)]

ask incumbent 0 [set profitI ([customersI] of self)*([priceI] of self)]

end

In the first step, firms count the number of consumers which are currently buying from
them. ConsumersE is defined as a variable attached to each entrant and ConsumersI is
defined as the variable attached to the Incumbent. Notice that each entrant will have a
different number of consumers depending on the number of consumers which are buying
from each firm. In the second step, they multiply the value attached to either ConsumersI
or ConsumersE by the price the corresponding firm is setting.

With reference to the price adjustment mechanism it works in the following way. At the
beginning the price of the incumbent is set equal to 10 and entrants mimic it according
to the value of the slider aggressively plus a normally distributed random error. As the
simulation starts, firms update their prices every period. This price adjustment mechanism
is defined by the following procedure, named Update-prices:

to UpdatePrices

ask entrants [if (profitE = 0) and (priceE >= .5)

[set priceE (priceE - random-float 0.2)]]

ask incumbents [if (priceI >= 1) and (profitI = 0)

[set priceI (priceI - random-float 0.2)]]

ask entrants [if (profitE > 0)

[set priceE (priceE + random-float 0.2)]]

ask incumbents [if (profitI > 0) and (profitI < targetProfit)

[set priceI (priceI + random-float 0.2)]]

ask incumbents [if (profitI > targetProfit)

[set priceI (priceI - random-float 0.2)]]

end

As you can see from the lines of code above, firms correct the price they offer to consumers
on the basis of the level of their profits. They update prices by trial and error proce-
dure. This will be based on the profits they make. They will each period revise the price
depending on whether profits are higher than a predetermined threshold. We inserted an
apposite slider “Target Profit” which allows the user to change this threshold and run the
simulation under different scenarios.

In particular, the incumbent and the entrants tend to lower the price if they are making
zero profits to attract more consumers. When they get a positive level of profits, they
adjust the price upwards in an attempt to extract a higher price from consumers.
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3 Experiments

Having determined and explained in details the mechanisms that characterize the demand-
side and the supply side of our artificial economy, we will let the agent move and see what
happens when we change the variables in the model. Our model is characterized by some
key variables. We will let them vary one at the time in order to have insights on the effect
of a given variable on the results of our model.

As a starting point consider the effect of a change in ”DistanceFromEntrant”, i.e. the
distance between the entrant with the smallest price and the consumer such that the latter
does not want to buy the object from the entrant. When you increase the value of this
constant, it is clear from the graph that more and more consumers prefer to buy from the
entrants, since they are more likely to search for the minimum price.

The switcher “High-Price Sensitivity” bears a great significance in determining the results
of our models. Running different simulations a clear pattern emerges. When the switch
is on, that is consumers have a higher price sensitivity, and therefore are more sensible to
possible price advantages coming from the entrants and are more prone to switch from the
Incumbent to one of the Entrants and viceversa. On the other hand, when the switcher is
turned off, the Incumbent find itself in a better position. We widely observe that in this case
the number of consumers buying from the Incumbent is greater on average and that there
is much less standard deviation in the number of consumers. We report the plots below
with the High-PriceSens scenario’s results on the left-hand side and the Low-PriceSens
scenario on the right hand side.

The size of the Incumbent bears a great importance in determining the results of the model.
Contrary to what we predicted we observe that, for high values of distance sensitivity, the
smaller the size of the Incumbent the less consumers will move to the Entrants even if price
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advantage could be achieved. This occurs because the small dimension of the Incumbent
increases the geographic distance with the entrants. The incumbent has a greater market
power the less it expands itself.

Another significant result concerns the degree of competiton which arises as the entrants
enter the market. In different simulations in which Incumbent loses all consumers, we
observe that the Incumbent is slow to react and adapt to the new environment. We can
interpret this results as the time the Incumbent needs to reorganize its activity and gain in
efficiency. The graph below displays this widely observed pattern. It is possible to observe
that the Incumbent remains without consumers for few periods as the simulation starts.
However, as it reorganizes itself and becomes competitive again, it will not suffer such a
prolonged market share loss in the future. After reorganization the market will be very
volatile with wide fluctuations from one period to the next.

The high volatility highlighted above is observed in many simulation we run. In many
instances, when entrants are successful in attracting consumers, they will be competitive
throughout the simulation and the market will be characterized by high fluctuations from
one period to the next with no clear winners nor losers. A high degree of competition
will arise with each period. A winner-takes-all market emerges in those instances every
period. On the other hand, we also observe that, if Entrants are not competitive right at
the beginning it is less likely that they will ever be competitive. The figure below displays
the high volatility which often emerges discussed in this paragraph.

Referring to the price aggressively Entrants decide to adopt as they enter the market,
we observed some interesting facts. Running different simulation with loose values (i.e.
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in the sense not significant in determining results) for all variables except for the slider
Aggressivity we observed a common trend. When Entrants were not very aggressive,
that is they set their price trying to mimic exactly the Incumbent, hardly ever were they
successful in the first period in attracting consumers. However, as they adjusted prices
downwards in subsequent periods a tight competition emerged. For intermediate values
of aggressivity, that is when Entrants set their price around 1/5 below the Incumbent’s
price, almost always Entrants were successful in attracting consumers the very first round
they entered the market. The high degree of competition with a winner-takes-all every
period emerges from the beginning. When Entrants adopted predatory pricing, that
is they undercutted by more than 1/3 the Incumbent, they are immediately successful in
attracting consumers. The incumbent will suffer losses for a prolonged time and will need
time to adjust the price downwards and be competitive again.
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Figure 1: High Volatility

Figure 2: Aggressivity = 0.6
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Figure 3: Aggressivity = 0.8
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